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COLLEGE OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
FACULTY 
Jacob Gould Schurman, A.M., D.Se., LL.D .. President. 
Eugene Elwin HaskeU, C.E., Director of the College of Civil Engineering and 
Professor of Experimental Hydr:m!ics. 
Charles Lee Crandall, e.E., iH .C.E .. Professor of Railroad En~,'ineering. 
Irving Porter Church, C.E., M.e.E .. Professor of Applied ~-rcchanics and Hy. 
draulics, in charge of the College Library. 
Henry Sylvester Jacoby, C.E .. Professor of Bridge Engim.'Cring. 
Henry Neely Ogden. C.E., Professor of s. .. n it.1.T}' Engineering. 
John Thomas Parson. As-~istant Professor of Drawing, in charge of the Photo-
graphic ;md Drawing Collections. 
Ernest William Schoder, B.S., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of E.~perimcnta! 
Hydraulics, in charge of the Hydraulic Lahoratory. 
l~red Asa Barnes. C.E., i\I .e.E., Assistant Profcssor of Railroad Engineering. 
Ora Miner Leland. B.S. (C.E.), Assistant Professor of Good .... sy ami Astronomy, 
in ch.uge of thc Department of Topographic and Geodetic Engineering. 
!\li!es Albion Pond, Ph.B ., Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, in charge of 
D~cripti\·e Geometry. 
Francis Joseph Seery, S.B .. Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering. 
Ernest William Rettger. A.B .. Ph.D .. Assistant Professor of Applied M(.'Chanics. 
Sidncy Gonza les George. C.E., Assistant Professor of Applied i\"lcchanics and 
Secretary of the College Faculty. 
Charles Leopold Walker, C.E .. Assistant Professor of Sanitary Engineering. 
Kenneth Bertrand Turner, C.E .. 1\'I.C.E., Assistant Professor of Hydraulics. 
Adelbert Philo l\[iils. B.s. (C. E.), 1\·1.5. (C. E. ), Assistant Professor of Testing 
Materials. 
Paul Halladay Underwood, C.E., Assistant Professor of Topographic and Geodetic 
Engineering. 
Leonard Alexander Lawrence, B.S .. Instructor in Surveying. 
John Clarence l\IcCurdy. B. S .. C.E., Instructor in Surveying. 
Earle Nelson Burroll"s, C.E., Instructor in Bridge Engineering. 
Julius Frederick Brauner, C.E., Instructor in Civil Engineering. 
Nathan W:Lshington Dougherty B.S. (C. E.) , C.E., [nstrlLctorin Civil Engin(.-ering. 
Walter Lichtenthealer Conwell. C.E., Inst ructor in Civi l Engineering. 
Clarence Mulford Baker, C.E .. Instructor in Civil Engineering. 
Leonard Church Urquhart. C. E., instructor in Bridge Enj,,'ineering. 
Ernest Charles White, C.E., Instructor in Civil Engineering. 
!~rank Artemus Hitch(."OCk, B.S. (C.E.), Instructor in Civil Engineer;n!:". 
Ralph W. Powell, B.S. (C. E.) , Instructor in Civil Engineering. 
Wiltiam Edward Beitz. C.E .. Instructor in Civil Engineering. 
Carl Crandall, C.E., Instructor in Civil Engineering. 
Gertrude Marsh Sanford, College Librarian. 
Helen R. Lynch, Secretary to the Director. 
Lena K. Haylett, College Stenographer. 
Clinton D. Cass, College Mechanician. 
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GENERAL PLAN OF STUDIES 
The courses of preparatory and professional studies have been planned with a 
view to laying a substantial foundation for the general and technical knowledge 
needed by practitioners in civil engineering so tha t our graduates, guided by their 
thooretic.11 education and as much of engineering practice as can well be taught in 
schools, may develop into useful investigators and constructors. 
The facilities for instruction and for advanced investigations arc believed to be 
thorough and efficient. Laboratory work is required in chemistry, mineralogy, 
geology, mechanics, and testing materials. In addition to the special library and 
laboratories of the College, all the other libraries, coHections, and laboratories 
of the University arc open to civil engineering students. 
The work of the student comprises an extended course in mathematics, 
mechanics, and graphics, and in their applic.1tions to engineering. The object 
aimed at is to give as thorough a preparation as possible for the general purposes 
of the profcssion in the fol!owi ng subjects : the survey, location, and construction 
of roads, railroads, canals, and water works; the construction of foundations 
under water and on land, and of superstructures and tunnels; the survey, im. 
provement, and protection of coasts, and the regulation of rivers, harbors. and 
lakes: the astronomical determination of geographical coOrdinates for geodetic 
;"id other purposes; the ,Lpplication of mechanics, graphical statics, and descrip· 
tive geometry to the eonstruction of the various kinds of arches, girders, roofs. 
trusses, suspension and cantilever bridges; the drainage of districts, sewerage 
of towns, and the irrigation and reclaiming of land; the design, construction. 
application , and tests of hydr;mlic and electric motors and steam engines; the 
preparation of drawings, plans, and specifications. and the proper inspection and 
tests of the materials used in construction. Instruction is given in engineering 
economy, finance, and jurisprudence. The latter subject deals in an elementary 
manner with the questions of casements and servitudes, and the ordinary prin-
ciples of the laws of contracts and riparian rights. 
The building occupied by the College of Civil Engineering is Lincoln HaH, a 
~ubstantial brown stone structure, two hundred feet long and seventy feet ""ide, 
especially designed for its purpose. In addition to the laboratories and museums. 
the building contains the working library of the College, aggregating about 
four thousand volumes, reading rooms, class rooms, and draughting rooms. 
The astronomical and portions of t he geodetic equipment are housed in the 
Fuertcs Observatory containing all the instruments required for determining 
time, latitude, longitude, and azimuth. Several of the instruments are duplicates 
of those used by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey. The large 
hydraulic laboratory with its buildings and ('(Juipment is located at the Fall 
Creek gorgc, within a shon distance of the College building. 
LABORATORIES 
The Civil Engineering Laboratories are located in threc distinct building~ 
and comprise the following: 
I. A Cement Laboratory. This laboratory conuins machines for tension 
tests, compression machines of from two to two hundred tons c.1pacity, and an 
impact machine. For direct experiment with cement there is also provided a 
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large number of tension and compression briquette moulds, a water tank with 
capacity for the storage of thrt'e thousand briquettes, a moist oven with a capacity 
of seven hundred briquettes, and three drying ovens ; scales, slate, and plate-glass 
mixing tables, thermometers. a Bunsen pump for determining perme..'lbility, sev-
eral sets of apparatus for measuring linear and volume changcs during setting, 
and apparatus for determining specific gravity. normal oonsistency. and time of 
set. and oonstancy of volume by normal and acceler:lted tests: also standanl 
sieves for detennining fineness , and apparatus for determining voids in 5.'lnd and 
stone. 
2. A Testing Laboratory for materials of oonstruction :"Ind for fnll sized 
members, joints, and structures. The equipmcnt of thi~ laboratory includes; a 
Riehl'; 400.000 lb. testing machine with a capacity for beams and girders up to 19 
inches in width and 18 feet in length, and for ~pccimens in tension and compres-
sion up to 12 feet in length; a Riehle [00,000 lb. testing machine, and an Olsen 
50,000 lb. machine; an Olsen 10,000 lb. wire testing machine: a Thurston auto-
graphic torsion testing machinc; a RiehM torsion testing machine of 60,000 inch-
pounds capacity, for testing rods and shafts up to one and a half inches in diameter 
and six feet in length; a Riehle 5,000 lb. transverse load testing machine for 
flexural tests of bars of wood and met.'ll up .0 four feet in length; an Amsler-
LalIon compression testing machine: a standard Page impact machine for tests 
of road material: a RichIe grinder for stone spceimens; a st."lndard Oeva! machine 
for abrasion tests of ro.'ld material; and a standard rattler for paving brick. 
The equipment also includes a set of tor~ion clinometers reading to single 
minutes, for use with the Riehle torsion machine; a Henning extensometer for 
tension tcsts of metals, and two self-indicating dial ex tenS01lleters wi th fittings 
which adapt them for use in testing steel or iron tension or compression specimens, 
and also for testing full-sized oonc.retc be.1.ms and columns and for tests of wire. 
The Martens mirror cxtensometer is also available. Knock-down forms are 
provided for the making of large ooncrete beams and columns. 
3. The Hydraulic Laboratory. In addition to the usual equipment for 
the ordinary laboratory experiments, the unique location and constmction of 
this laboratory render practicable, investigations requiring relatively large flows 
of wat<:r. The water supply is obtained from FaU Creek with a watershed of 
126 square miles_ Beebe Lake. a pond of about 20 acres, has been formed by 
the oonstruction of a concrete dam 26 feet high. with a spillway crest length of 
130.5 feet. At one end of the darn there is an additional flood spillway 141.5 
feet long. A rectangular canal 420 feet long and 16 feet wide is supplied from 
Beebe Lake through six headgatcs for controlling the amount of fl ow. The 
upper portion of the canal is 17.7 fect deep:md the lower portion is 10 feet deep. 
In this canal arc two sharp crested weirs 16 feet long over which disch:lrges :IS 
large as 400 cubic feet per second may be passed. 
A branch canal 6 feet wide leads from the lower end of the large 16-foot canal 
into the upper portion of the laboratory building which is huilt against the cliff 
of the gorge. This branch canal is supplied directly from Beehe I .. ake hy me..'lns 
of a 48-inch cast iron pipe line with a short 30-inch branch at its lower end. A 
30-inch valve controls the flow from the 48-inch pipe into the 6-foot can:l!. The 
6-foot canal within the laboratory building discharges either to waste into .he 
pool below Triphammer Falls (a sheer drop of 60 feet) or into the upper end of a 
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steel standpipe 6 feet in diameter and 60 k-et high. A suitable mechanism 
causes an instantaneous diversion of discharges as large as 60 cubic feet per 
second from the waste flume into the standpipe or vice versa. The 6·foot stand-
pipe is provided at the bottom with a 36-inch discharge valve operated by hydrau-
lic pressure. There is a f1o.'1t gauge indicating accurately the height of the water 
surface in the ~L .... ndpipe, which is used either as a measuring t.1.nk or as a supply 
reservoir . 
The lo\\"~r portion of the large 16-foot c.1.llal, 350 feet long between wdrs. is 
used for measurements with floats and current meters. An electrically operated 
car spans this canal and is used for rating t-he current meters. Models of dams 
may be built in the canal and the flow over them investigated with precision. 
There is an outdoor equipment for pipe-flow experiments with pipes as L·uge 
as 6 inches in diameter , with a ooncrete tank for precise measurements of flow. 
The a-inch pipe line supplying the University fil tration plant is ;\vailablc for 
experimentation, giving a head of 225 feet. 
1\ ooncrete Cippolctti weir with steel edges and with a crest length of 16 feet, 
and depth of noteh of 6.S fec,t is built in the gorge below Beebe Lake dam and 
serves to measure the ereek flow to calibrate the dam and the 5-foot flood g;l te in 
the dam. 
Part of the equipment of the University power plant m;\y also be used for cer-
tain kinds of hydraulic experimentations. The ;\vailable head here is 135 feet. 
Although the laboratory ne<..'(\ s still further additions to its very expensive 
equipment, the utility of this plant has been demonstratl!d by caUs from all parts 
of the <:QuntTY for the performance of experiments of great importance. Among 
these may be mentioned the valuable results obtained for the United States Deep 
Waterways Commission, the l'Iliehigan Lake Superior Power Com)XIny, the City 
of New York in connection with its waler supply, and for the Uni ted States 
Geological Survey. 
4. A Sanitary Laboratory. This laboratory provides facilities for the 
physical, chemical. bacteriological. and biological analyses of watcr and sewage; 
and for the performance of sllch other tests as will acquaint the student with 
current practice as affecting the cont rol and operation of the various types of 
water purification and sewage disposal plants. 
The equipment includes microscopes and the n~ssarr aCCC$SOries for complete 
bacteriological and biological examinations of water; an autoclave, a hot-air 
sterilizer. a 37 ;1G ,"me! two 20°C. incub,ltors. a chemical balance, a United States 
Geological Survey turbidity rod and color st.1.ndards; four experimental s ... nd 
filteTS, fitted with Joss of head gauges, and providing for a total depth of sand 
and water of nine feet, for determining the rate and efficiency of operation of 
sand filters, as well as various types of sewage nozzles. The laboratory is well 
equipped with such glassware, reagents , accessories , and appara tus as afe needed 
for making the chemical analyses of water and sewage effiuent.". 
5. A Metric Laboratory for the comparison of standards of length. The 
room is built with hollow walls, and the daily range of temperature can be kept 
"'~ thin I G F. It contains a four-meter oom)XIrator of the Repsold type, but 
with the beam supporting the two micrometer microscopes resting on piers inde· 
pendent of those supporting the bed or main framework. The cradle support-
ing the t"'·o b.'lTS under comparison can be moved laterally so as to bring fi rst 
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onc and then the other under the microscopes by a crank outside of the case 
,..·hich protects the apparatus from sudden temperature changes due to the 
presence of the observer. The standard of length is a steel meter bar of the 
International type whiJ::h has been comp.·ued with the International Standard 
at the Coast and Geodetic Survey Office. There is also a Rogers spc<:ulum meta) 
decimeter and 4-inch scale combined, accurately divided and compared . and a 
4-meter bar for subsidiary st.1.ndards. 
TOIUleiot and Boudin thermometers, standardi?A!d at the International 
Bureau in Paris, form the basis for temperatures. A .. -foot comparator is pro-
vided for the study of leveling rods_ A loo-meter COTllI)':lrator for standardi1:ing 
base line tapes is situated ne.l,r the Observatory. Rcpsold cut-off tubes are 
available to transfer from the underground monuments to the tapes under field 
conditions. The st.l,ndard is a 50-meter invar tape the length of whieh has been 
determined with exceptional prccision oy the United States Bureau of Standards. 
t\ loo-foot t.l,pe comparator is located on the fourth floor of Lincoln Hall. 
6. A Photographic Laboratory for reprodUCing the appearance of tested 
specimens, for the purposes of the lecturc room, as an aid in topographic surveys, 
and for the distribution of reprints of the collection of progress photographs of 
engineering structures owned by the Collegc. 
The equipment includes a revolving or panoramic transit camcra constructed 
by the mechanician of the College from pattcrns generously supplied by the 
inventor. Mr_ G. W. Parsons. This is especially useful in topographic work 
since the 'entire view of 360° at a station ca ll be included on a 111m 6 inches wide 
and about 70 inches long. 
7. The Fuertes Astronomical Observatory and Geodetic Laboratory is a 
brick building 20 feet wide by 80 feet long, with a wing I.~ by 24 feet. It con· 
tai~s computing rooms. a transit room with four piers, a clock room, and three 
domes, 
It is equipped with a Howard mean time astronomical clock, Negus and 
Nardin sidereal chronometers, four chronographs, a Troughton and Simms transit, 
a Fauth transit, .2 Fauth zenith telescopes, a Troughton and Simms 12-inch 
altazimuth, a Fauth lO·inch alta7.imuth, a 4U-inch equatorial telescope with 
position micrometer and hclioscope. besides sextants, surveyors' transits. etc. 
Thc laboratory also contains a Mendenhall half·second pendulum appara tus 
for the detennination of the acceleration of gravity,-the standard type used by 
the United States Coast and Geodetic Survcy. For observations of terrestrial 
magnetism, a Kew magnetometer, a dip·circle, ami a dcclinometer arc avai lable. 
In addition to the above, there are a level-trier, a dividing engine by the Soci~t~ 
Gen~voise, a small comparator for ca.librating thennometers, a Fuess barometer, 
and the usual auxiliary instruments including clocks, collimators, micrometers, 
spherometer. meteorological instruments, etc. 
Mechanician's Room. This room is used in conncction with the laboratories 
for the construction of special apparatus and instruments and for the maintenance 
of the C!<juipment. It is well supplied with tools and spccial machines for the 
purpose, and is in eharge of a mechanician. 
The Museums of the College of Civil Engineering con(.1.in the following 001-
lections: I. The ]I.-I uret collcction of models in descriptive geometry and stone 
cutting. 2. T he DeLagrave general and special models in topography and 
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goognosy. J. The Schroeder models in descriptive geometry nnd sterootomy 
with over 50 brass and silk transformable models made in the College after the 
Olivier models. 4. The 1\1. Grund collection of bridge and roof details, trusses, 
and masonr}' structures, such as right. oblique, and annular arches a nd domes, 
and severnl intricate models in stone cutting. supplemented by similar models 
by Schroeder and other makers. S. A model railroad bridge of 25-foot span. 
one-fourth natural size, and a numerous collection of models of track details. 6. 
The Digeon collection of movable dams. artificial harbors, and working models in 
hydraulic engineering. 7. Working models of water wheels, turbines, and other 
water engines. 8 . Several large collections of European and American progress 
photographs of engineering work showing the progress of construction, and many 
other photographs, blue-prints, models, and diagrams. 9. A collection of 
typical geodetic and surveying instruments of historical interest, including a 
secondary base-line apparatus made under the direction of the United States 
Coast and Geodetic Survey, a pair of b.ue-hars oonstruct.ed in this college, solar 
and magnetic compasses, levels, transits, theodolites, omnimeters, t.achcometcrs, 
scxt:ulls , telemeters, altmeters, hypsometcrs, odometers, meteorologic..1.1 instru-
menu, etc. , with a large number of auxi liary and special instruments slIch as 
planimeters, pantographs, eUiptographs, calculating devices and computing 
machines. 
REQUlREM.ENTS FOR ADMISSION 
(Candidates for admission should consult the General Circular of I nformation, 
which will be sent post-free on application to the SccretMy of CornelJ University, 
Ithaca, New York. All applications for admission to the freshman class should 
be addressed to the Registrar). 
The subjects tha t may be offcred for admission to the College of Civil Engineer. 
ing are named in the following list and the figure in parenthesis following each 
subject indic..1.1e:s its value ClIpresscd in units and shows the mallO imum and mini-
mum amount of credit allowed in the subject. :\ unit represcnu five prepared 
recitations a week for one yc.,r in a study. 
l a. English A ... . . (2) 
lb. EngJishB .. .. .. . ( I) 
2n. First Year Greek ( I) 
2b. Second Year Greek . (I ) 
2C. Third Year Greek . (I) 
Ja. Jli rst Year Latin ... (I ) 
J b. Second Year Latin . (I ) 
3c. Third Year Latin .... ( I) 
3d. Pourth Yc.1.TLatin . ( I) 
8b. 
8,. 
8d. 
4a . l~i rst Year Germa n ... (I ) 91:. 
4b. ~d Year Gennan . ( I) 10. 
4C' T hird YeM German . ( I ) II. 
sa. First Year French . (I ) 
.'ib. Second Year French . ( I ) 
sC. Third Year French . (I ) 
6a. First Year Spanish .. ( I) 
6b. Second Year Spanish . ( I) 
6c. Third Year Spanish . (I ) 
7a . I"irst Year Italian .. . ( I) 
7b. $ccond Year Ita lian . ( I ) 
7e. Third Ye.'ir Iwlian . ( I ) 
Sa. Ancient History . . . ... (,Ii-I ) 
" . 
' 3· 
' •. 
' 5 
,6. 
" . 
,8. 
' 9· 
Modern History . . .. (}i- I ) 
Am. History, Civics . .. (}i- I ) 
English History .. (}i- I> 
Elementary Algebra .. . (I) 
Intenned. Algebra . . .. . .. (}i) 
Advanced Algcbra . . . .. (}i ) 
Plane Gcometry . ... ..... ( I) 
Solid Geometry . . . . . . . . ( }i) 
Plane Trie-onometry .. . . ( }i) 
Spher TngOllOmetry . (}i ) 
Ph),sics . . . . ( I> 
Chemistry ... . . ( I) 
PhysicnlGeograph), . (}i- I ) 
Biology· . . .. ( I) 
Botany· .. .. . ... . . Oi-I ) 
Zoolog}·· .. . . .... (Ji"- I ) 
Agriculturc .. . . (}f- I ) 
Drawing. . . ... .. Oi-I ) 
Ma.nual Training ....... (I) 
Any h\gh school subject or 
subjects not already used 
...... . ... . . . . ... . ... (}f- I ) 
Off an applican t has counted BioLogy (I) he may not ~lJo ol!"er Botany (.!-S') Of.ZooIoKY (»1. 
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Four-Year Course 
For admission to the regula r oour~. the applicant lllllst offer tiftcen unit.» irom 
the above list of entrance subjects, as fonows: English (3). history (I), clemen-
t.uy a lgehra (I ), intermediate nlgebra (4). planO! geometry ( I), solid geometry 
(4), advanced a lgebra (J.{), plane trigonometry Uf), either Greek, L:ltin. French. 
German, Spanish. or Ita lian (It). and elcctive (4 tt>. Applic.:'lnts will he admitted. 
however, who offer fifteen (,Htrancc units as follows: English (3). history (I), 
elementary algebra ( Il, plane geometry (I). either Greek. Latin. Freud). German. 
Spanish, or Ita lian (st), and elective (6ft); but they will be required to take solid 
geometry. advanced algebra and plane trigonomet ry in the University in addition 
to the work prescribed in the regular fOllr-yCar course. This will necessitate 
a ttendance for more than (ollr years unless some of the work is takell during the 
Slimmer Sessions. 
F ive· Year Course 
For admission to the tive.year course, the applicant must offer fifteen entrance 
units as follows: English (3) , his tor}' ( [) . elementary algebra ([). plane geometry 
( I), either Greek. Latin. French. German. Spani~h. or Italian ("f) amI l"l('Ctive 
(6 ft). 
S ix·Year Course 
For admission to the six·ye3r course, the re<tuirements arc tho>c of the College 
o( I'rl.' and Science~. in which college the stllllcnt is registered during the lir<t fonr 
years. 
ADMISSION FROM OTHER COLLEGES 
A student who, having already attended some college or university, desires 
to enter one of these courses should file \\,1th the Registrar of Cornell Universi t y, 
on an official blank to he obtained from him, a forma l application for admission, 
along with an official certificate from the college or university already attended, 
of his honorable dismissal; his entrance examinations in detail: his terms of 
attendance and the amount of work that he has completed: and a det."lilcd st.ate· 
ment of the courses pursued. He should send also a catalogue of the institution. 
writing on it his name and marking the entrance reqllircment~ that h(' h:~~ ~at i s/\M 
and ('ach subject that he has oomplt'ted. 
ADM ISSION AS SPECIAL ST UDENTS 
College graduates over twenty·one years of age, who wish t<> l)ur~uc aUv'lm.w 
'I'Ork without being candidates for a degree, may be ndmittcd without entrance 
uaminations. Sec General Circular of T!lformation. 
PRlZES 
For scholarships and prizes. sec the General Circular of Information, and the 
Pamphle t on Prizes, which may be obl.'lined on application to the 5eeretary of 
lhe Universi ty. 
- I[t ,. T...,omm~nd.d lhat the tansuage requirem~nt he ... tisfie<! by PT.ench (If Ge"!'an. 
t It i •• trong[y rec<)mm~nd<>d lhal MIcaS! lhr..., of Ihese four elecl,'" un.u heoff .. <>d ,n langu<lj{e 
."d hislory. 
,. COLLEGE OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
The Fuertes Medals, founded by Professor E. A. Puertes and consisting of 
t l'.'O gold medals. each of the value of one-half the amount of the income provided 
by the endowment fund wi!! he awarded under the following conditions: 
One of these medals will be awarded annually by the University Faculty to 
that student of the College of Civil Engineering, who may be found, at the end 
of the first tenn of his senior year. to have maintained the highest degree of 
scholarship in the subjects of his course, provided he has been in attendance in the 
University for at lcnst one and one-half years; and the other medal will be 
awarded annually by the l"aculty to that graduate of the College of Civil Engineer-
ing who may write a meritorious paper upon some engineering subject tending 
to advance the scientific or practical interests of the profession of the civil engineer. 
It is desired that papers be presented on or before April [.ith. [f a paper is 
presented in a printed form, it will not be received if it has been printed earlier 
than the next preceding April [5th. 
Neither medal shall be a warded unless it appears to the Faculty of the College 
of Civil Engineering that there is a candidate of sufficient merit to entitle him to 
such distinction. Candidates will be nominated to the University Paculty by the 
College of Civil Engineering annually. 
The Charles H. Baker Public Speaking Prizes, founded by Charles H, Baker, 
a graduate of the College of Civil Engineering of the class of [886, consisting of 
SIOO and S20 respeetively, arc awarded annually to those members of the junior 
and senior classes in the Colleges of Engineering and Architecture, who may 
00 selected after competitive trial, as especially proficient in public speaking. 
The orations delivered in competition for these prizes are to 00 original compo· 
sitions on technical subjects. In making the awards both the character of the 
argument and the manner of delivery will be considered. 
The William C. Seidell Book Fund of S[,ooo, founded by Gerrit S, Miller. 
The income to be used for the purchase of books for poor young men who are 
working t heir way through the College of Civil Engineering, is paid by the 
Trea'surer of the University upon the recommendation of the Director of the 
Col!ege, preference being given to members of the freshman class. 
COURSES LEADING TO THE DEGREE OF 
CIVIL ENGINEER 
The registration of new students will take place from 9 a . m. to ..J. p. m., Mon· 
day and Tuesday, September 2 1 and n, [9[4. Seniors, juniors, and sophomores 
in good standing, may register in the College between 9 II. m. and 4 p. m. on Tues· 
day and Wednesday, September zz and 23, [91 4. 
A student must register for at least [2 hours each term. 
Thc required courses in mathematics, physics, chemistry, geology, and 
political economy are given in the College of Arts and Sciences; (or II descrip· 
tion of these courses sec page [5 of this announcement. The required work in 
electrical cngineering and steam machinery is given in Sibley College; f01 a 
description of these courses sec page ' 7 of this announcement. 
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Analytics 
Four_Year Course 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Differential and Integral Calculus . 
Physics ............ . 
Physics 
Chemi.stry .. . . . .. ... . .... . . 
Descnpth'c Geometry 
Dra,wing ........... . . 
Elementn.ry Surveying. 
"'0. 
cour", 
, 
, 
, 
7 
, 
, 
, 
First 
'~rrn 
, 
5 
, 
, 
3 
In addition to the above the re<luircd !\-!ilit.:\ry Drlll must be taken. 
" 
S.co"d 
.. ~ 
6 
3 
6 
3 
lOuring the first term there \\;11 be offered to the freshmen (hut without 
credit) a course of weekly lec tu re; devoted to a general discussion in the field of 
civil engineering.1 
No Fi .. , Second 
cou • .., .. ~ ,~ 
3' 3 3 
'0 5 , 
" 
2 or 0 o or '" 
SoPHQ}10 1l F. YEAR 
Geology . . . . . ......... . .... . 
Mechanics of Engineering 
MateriAls Ln.boratory . 
4 o or J oj or I 
" 
4 
" 
3 or 0 o or 3 
'4 o or 2 z or 0 
6 , 
' 3 6 
Drawing .. 
Advanced Surveying .. ..... . 
Materials of Constm ction .. . . . . . .. ... .. . 
Physics .... . . .... , ........ . 
Chemistry . . ... . . . . .... . ..... . . . 
Summer Surver . ...... . .. .. ... . 
(Silt weeks In June and July). 
In addition to the above. three hours a week of either !\Jilita ry Drill or Physical 
Culture must be tnken in the sophomore year. 
The work of the junior and senior years consists of the studies of some one of 
the six groups shown in the tabulation here appended. viz. : (a) general: (0) 
geodetic: (e) hydraul ic: (d) sanitary : (e) railroad: (0 bridge. 
On registering at the opening of the junior }'ear each student of that class 
shall elect a group which he is to tnke for the remaining two years of his course. 
The general group is strongly recommended in the case of all students who 
have no urgent reasons for electing one of the other (special) groups. 
JUNJOI( YF.MI. 
Gen. Geod. 1I)·d. 5311. R. R. Hridge 
Coone ,., 
'" 
,,) 
'" 
(,' 
'" No. I~!J I~ II 1 ~ll I ~ II 1~11 [~II 
" 
Political Economy 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
60 Railroads . ... . .. . . . . 4 4 4 4 4 , 4 , 4 4 4 4 
7' Bridges . . .. . . ..... . . . .. 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
'3 Hydraulics .... . .. . . 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 .1 
" 
Municipal Engineering 3 3 3 3 3 3 
'9 Engineering Problems. , , 
q Survey Computations and 
Mapping 4 4 3 4 4 4 
50 Sanitary Biology. 3 , 
i6 Chemistry; Water Analysis 3 
E 12 Electrical Engineering 4 
i7 Concrete Construction 3 
6 Public Speaking .. . , , 
64 Roads and Pavements 
" 
'7 
" 
'7 
" " " " " 
'7 
" 
'7 
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SENIOR YEAR 
Gen. Geod. 
COUTO< 
No. 
(.) (bl 
1-/1 I-II 
16 Advanced Topographic Sur\'c~" 
iflg , .•. ,. ,. 
l i Geodes}' alld Geodetic Labora-
tory 
III Geodetic Astronomy 
26 I\dvanccd Mechanics 
29 Engineering Problems . . 
30 Water Supply .... 
31 Hydraulic Construction. 
32 Water Power Engineering. 
.p HydrauliC Measurements . 
3 , 
30q 
.\2 E;qx:riment.1.1 Hydrau!ic Motors 
and Pumps 
53 Purification and Control of 
Water Suppii<'S .. 
5Jrt Scwageand Water Purification :2 
54 &:wcrage Works . 
55 S.'l.nitary Laboratory 
6 1 Railroad ~Iaintcnancc of Way 
62 Railro. .. d Operation and ~ ! all-
agcmcnt 
64 Roa(h and Pavements 
7 ' Structural Design 
7'l Reinforced Concrete Arch . 
73 Higher Structures 
74 !o.lasonr)' and Foundations 
77 Concrete Construction 
90 Specifications and Contrarts 
9 1 Engineering Design 
92 Thesis 
.~ I Political Ecrmomy .. 
Jor 3 
30r 3 
, 
J 
30r J 
E l2 Elcetrical Engineerill/i: ... ~ 
g'3 Generation and Distribution of 
Electric;11 Energy 
PII Steam Machinery . 3 
, 
3 
, 
3 
J 
3 
J 
, 
J 
J 
3 
3 
3 
J 
J 
3 
, 
Hyd. (., 
II-ll 
3 
3 
, 
3 
3 
So". (0) 
I-II 
3 
3 
3 
J 
3 
4 
J 
3 
, 
J 
3 
R.R. (., 
I-I I 
3 , 
Jor J 
3 
J , 
Jor 3 
, 
3 
J 
J 
3 
3 , 
3 
3 
3 
3 
J 
J 
Ii r .~ Ii 17 17 15 19 18 18 IS 17 16 
[n the gencral grc.up a >;cnioT may. wi th the approval of his class adviser' 
substitute t hree hours for advanced mechanics. first term, or for masonry and 
foundations. !;('COnti tenn. or for hoth . Oratory course I would be an accept.1ble 
substitute. 
Engineering dL"Sign in the general gr(lup and in the geodetic group may be 
taken in anyone of the other groups by approval of the head of the department 
coneerned. 
For the thL""Sis. work in engineering design or in investigation may be sub-
stituted; but this substitution must be approved by the professor in eharge of the 
group which the studcnt has clected. For the general group the substitution 
mllst be approved by Ihe class adviser and the departmcnt concerned. 
Five-Year Course 
For those slud~ll ts who wish to cover a somcwhat broader field than that 01 
the four·year course in Civil Engineering. a five-year course has been arranged 31 
riven below. 
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FIRST Y£AR 
Solid Geometry, Trigonometry. 
Advanced Algebra ........... . 
Chemistry . ... . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .... . ... . . .. . 
Dra. .... ing .... . ... , 
Elective· ................... . .............. . 
Analytic Geometry. . ........... . 
Calculus 
Physics .. . .............. . 
Descriptive Geometry 
Surveying . 
E!ect;\·c· 
Summer Survey . 
(Six weeks in June and July). 
NQ, 
,=~ 
'.3 , 
<. 6 
Z • .; 
:-io. 
10. II 
'3 
'3 
First 
""""' ,,= t~rm 6 
5 
6 5 , , 
3 3 
'7 ' 7 
First Second 
,~ ,,= 
5 
6 
5 3 , 3 
3 , , 
• 
'7 ,6 
6 
In addition to the above. three hours a wC(lk of either ;\Witary Drill o r Phy-
sical Culture must be ta.ken in" the sophomon' year. 
[The student may also attend the geneT:\! lectures on civil engineering a1read}' 
mentioned in connection with the freshman year of the four·year course.1 
List of Courses open to Freshmen without Special Permission of the Adminis-
trative Board in Charge of Freshmen and Sophomores 
Greek. 1.3.5.6: Latin. A. B. 1.2 : Germanic Languages, r. 2. J . -\. -\a. 5. sa. 
6, i. S: Romance Languages. I . 2. J. -\. 5. JO. J2. -\0. -\2; English, I, J: History. 
1.2,31, J2: Bibliography, I, la: nlathematics. I. 2. J: Physics. I . 5, 6. 10: 
Chemistry, 1,6.7,85: General Biology. r : Botany. I. 2.J. -\; Entomology.etc .. 
-\, 5: Vertebrate 7.-oology and )leurology. I . 2; Physiology. J. 6: Goology. 
I. 2, II. 2 I. -\0. (See Announcement of the College of Arts and Sciences). 
for a student in the fi ve-year course leading to the degree of Civil Engineer. 
this list is subject to the following restriction: 
"He may not register nor receive credit. during thooe years for any courses in 
mathern..1.tics, physics. or chemistry. or for any courses outside the College of Arts 
and Sciences. other th:ln those there specified; nor may he register, during his 
freshman or sophomore year. for any course in the College of Arts and Scie1l(:e~. 
which is specified for a later year of the outline which he is following. ,. 
TIllMD YP.AM No. rUSt Second COu,,"e tern' ,~ 
Geology .................... .. 
Mechanics . ... ................ . 
Materials Laboratory . 
3' 3 3 ,. 5 5 
" 
, 
Materials of Construction . . ............. . 
Physics 
Survey Computations and Mapping . 
Elective- ..... ..... , 
25 3 
q , 
" 
, 
3 3 
'7 
" The fourth and fifth years are the "arne as the third and fourt h years of the 
four-year course. respectively, excepting that Course 14. will be replaced in the 
fourth year of the five-year course by Elective 4 hours in the ~rsl term. 
'Il:le<:t;v~' may be taken in any eolleg~ of the Uni"" .. ;ty. 
'. 
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A Six-Year Course Leading to the Degree of Bachelor of Arts at the End of 
Four Years and of Civil Engineer at the End of Six Years 
Seniors in good standing in the College of Arts and Sciences, who have l>een 
in actual residence at least six terms, exclusive of summer sessions, and have a 
credit of at least 90 hours, may be registered both in the College of Arts and 
Sdences and in the College of Civil Engineering. 
in accordance with this provision the following suggestion is given for a six-
year course leading to the degrees of ,\.8. and C. E. 
The following subjects arc to be included in the course of study of :H least 90 
hours in the College of Arts and Sciences during t he first three years of residence. 
Analytic Geometry .. 
Calculus 
Physics 
Physics 
Chemistrv .. . ... .. . . . .. .. . . . ... ...... . . . . 
Chemistry . . . .. .. ..... . . . . . 
Geolog}' .. .... . . . .... .. ... .. .. .. . 
Descriptive Geometry . ... ..... . . 
Drawing ..... ........ ... .. ................. . 
No. 
courSe 
5 , 
'" 
" , 
6 
3 ' , 
, 
Pirst Second 
,~ ,~ 
5 
6 
5 3 , , 
6 (or 6) 
5 (or 5) 
3 3 
, 3 , 
The follo,,;ng subject s in Civil Enginccring arc to be taken during the fourth 
year. when registered in both rollegcs. 
Political Economy 
Drawing . .. ........ . 
Elementary Surveying . 
Advanced Survcying 
?Icchanics of Engineering . 
?Iaterials Laboratory. 
Materirl!s of Constmction .. 
Physics . ... ... ..... . . 
Summer Survev . . ... .. . . . .... . 
(Sh weeks ,n June rind July). 
No. 
-~ 5' 
4 
" 
" 
" 
" 
'5 
" ' 3 
Fic. t 
""'"' ,." ,~ 
3 3 
3 , 
3 
• 5 5 , 
3 , 
6 
The work for the fihh rind sixth year.; is to include the subjects of the junior 
and senior years of the general group of the four·year course leading to the degree 
of Civil E ngi!lC:cr. except that course 51 in Political Economy should be replaced 
by electives. 
Students desiring to take this course are recommended to confer with the 
deans of the faculties concerned. 
GRADUATE STUDY AND ADVANCED DEGREES 
The facilities for study and research offered by the various laboratories of this 
college arc available for graduate students; they will find also among both the 
regular and the electi"e courses given in the College many that arc suitable for 
graduate study. 
The degrees of n! aster of Civil Engineering (l-!.C.E.) and' of Doctor of Phi loso-
phy (Ph. D.) lire granted upon fulfilrncnt of the conditions prescribed by the 
Faculty of the Graduate School. See Announcement of t he Graduat e School. 
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION 
SUBJECTS GIVEN IN THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Mathematics. Of the following courses, 1- 5. whenever possible, course 
should be taken ei ther before or simultaneously with course J. Of the other 
courses, no two may without special permission be taken simultaneously. 
I. Solid Geometry. Repeated in second tenn, credit three hours. 
Open to all students. but designed e!tpecially for those who have entered with 
the minor requirements in mathematics and are prep.1.ring: (a) to \.each mathe-
matics in the secondary schools; (b) to take up engineering work later in the 
course; (c) to specialize in chemistry or physics. 
2. Advanced Algebra. Repe.1.ted in second term, c redit five hours. 
Open to all students, but designed especially for those mentioned under 
course I. 
J. Plane Trigonometry. Repeated in second term, credit thrce hours. 
Open to all students, but designed especially for those mentioned under 
course I . 
4. Algebra. Trigonometry, and Analytic Geometry. 
a . From October zoth (appro.x imate1y) to the end of the first term, credit 
five hours. 
Selected topics of a lgebra and plane trigonometry. For students who fail in 
the first p..1.rt of course sa below. 
b. Second term, credit six hours. 
Analytic geometry and a brief introduction to d ifferential calculus. 
5. Analytic Geometry and Calculus. 
second term ; credit five hours first term, 
Daily except S, fi rst 
six hours second term. 
I, " and 3, or their equivalents ; subdivided thus: 
term; daily, 
Prerequisite 
==, 
5a. 
metry. 
, b. 
Analytic Geometry, including a brief review of a lgcbm and trigono· 
First term. 
Differential Calculus; and 5c, In tegral Calculus; second t erlll. 
z. Introductory Experimental Physics. Repeated in scconrl term, credit five 
hours. Three lectures and two class-room p·e riods each week . 
Lectures. Professors :\!IClIOLS, MERRITT and SHEAMEM. and .'\ ssistant Pro· 
fessor GIBBS. 
Class·room work. Assistant Professor GUHlS and o thcrs. 
Entrance physics is 1I0t accepu.'<I as ::m equivalent of this course . 
7. Introductory Physics. Class-room work. Second term, c redit three 
hours. Prerequisite, Course z or Coun;e J. IIless['>;. --- , --- and - --. 
10. Introductory Physical Experiments. Either tcrm or throughout the year, 
credit onc to four hours a term. May be takcn with or following Course J, or 3, 
or 6 , or 7. or the equivalent. Assistant Professor ALA!.:I;R, and Messrs, --- , 
---, and ---. 
A shorter course of two hours covering properties of matter, heat . light. sound, 
magnetism, and electricity may be taken for one term, the student electing two 
(:259) 
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laboratory periods f\ week; or the course may be extended over a year, one period 
a week being taken. A longer course of three or four hours may be elected cover-
ing the same ground as the two-hour cou rse but mar<! in detail, the work being 
done in one term or distributed o,'cr two tcnns. 
14. Physical Experiments. Either tcnn or throughout the year, credit one 
to eight hOUTS a term. Prerequisite courseS:l al\d 7; or 2 and the three-hour 
course in 10; or the equivalent. May be taken by students who aTC t.1.king 
courses 8 and 9. Assistant Professor RtC II T.IIYEII. and others. Rockefeller 
2.')0--257· 
Physic.'I1 measurements, properties of matter, mechanics, heat. light, sound, 
ruagnetiSl11, ;lnd electricity; the adjustment and usc of inst ruments of precision. 
Results and errors are carefully discussed . . Students in the College of Civil 
EnginC('ring are requi red to take two hours. 
I. Introductory Inorganic Chemistry. !...<-'ctures,.,recitations, and laboratory. 
Repeated in second term , credit six hours. 
la. Lectures. First term. Professor DESSIS Clnd Mr. DAYIS. Second term. 
Professor BROWSE Clnd l\1r. D,\\' IS. 
l b. Recitations (one hour a week to be arranged), and laboratory. Profes· 
sors DENSIS and Ihowsl" 
Enlr~no~ c«.~lit in chomi"ry d",,-, "," carry with It univerSIty credit in eOUr'" I. If" st uden t 
ent"rin~ the University [rom" prepa,atory school deo;res credit in ""ur.., .. h. must fX''''' 3n u· 
~min3"on..,t b)' 'he o.:partment o[ C hern"t r},. This cuminalion is held both in New York City 
nnd in [th~ca on th~ ."me d ,W in September a . the entrane<> ,,~amination . University ",edit in 
""uu" , that i. obtained by """"nil this ,,<amina';on. doe. not carry with it enlmnee " ,<'<lit in 
"hemistr)·. 
Examina',,>n' for ,h(>SC' who wer~ unavoidably absent from the final uamination in ""u~ t 
wilt he held at > p. m. on 'he day bdore ;n",uc';"n begins in the fall. 
6. Qualitative and Q:.lantitative Analysis. Repe:&ted in second term. credit 
live hours. Prerequisite course r. Dr. LE.\l.O:-l ,and asSistants. 
Quali tative work: the properties and reactions of the common clements and 
acids and their detection in various liquid and solid mixtures. 
Qu:mtitative work: the p reparation and use of volumetric solutions and ,'1ork 
in elementary gravimetric analysis. 
Eumin31;0llS for Ih""" who wcre ullavo,d"l>ly absent from tbe linnl c.,,,,,,;n31;on in ""ur'" ~ 
\\";11 "" h~ld >1\ J p. m. "n 'he ci3)' IKforc instruolion begino in 'he r"n. 
MILITARY SClENCE 
I. Military Training and Instruct ion as Infantry. Required for all I;rst year 
men. Throughout the year; three hours per week; 1\01, W, 1", -1-:-1-5 P. M. Practi-
cal Instruction;---outdoors in fa ir weather, t hree hours per week; indoors in 
wlllter months, onc hour per week. Theoretico.l instruction; winter month~, tu.o 
hours per week , covcring our Military Policy and Military History, the value of 
milit.1.ry training to a man and a na t ion, info.ntry drill regulations, theory of 
target practice. camp sanitation, field serviee regulations, persona! hygiene. 
organization , theory and functions of various a rms, field engineering and guard 
dut)·. practical rifle practiee on outdoor and indoor ranges. 
31. Practical Geology. Throughout the year. credit t hree hours a term. 
Registrat ion by spt'Cial permission. Professor RIES. Lcctures and laboratory 
\Vork. 
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The practicn.l application of geologic principles and thc occurrence of such 
economic materials as arc of importance to engineering students. the whole subject 
being treated with reference to their needs. 
5 1. Elementary Economics. Throughout the year, credit three hours a 
tenn. One lecture and two recitations a week. Assistant Professor n ,IUIi: II . 
A general introduction to cconomics; a prcmquisi te for most of the oth C!r 
courses in the field of political scienCt' . Section assignments will be arranged at 
the first lecture. Office at Goldwin Smith 260. 
6. Public Speaking for Engineers. Repeated in second term, credit t wo 
hours. Assistant Professor WD,ANS and ).Ir. A:O:OERSOS. 
Engineering students whose work permits, may take insteaJ the morc com. 
plete general course I ; or on completion of course 6. they may take COU I"$<' I 
in the second term for either two or three hours. 
SUBJECTS GIVEN IN SIBLEY COLLEGE 
P, I I. H eat Engines and Auxiliaries (for Civi l Engineers). Rcquir .... -.:l u f 
:lll seniors in civil engineering. Second term only. credit three hours. Not 
open to Sibley stud('nts. Prerequisites Physics 7 ami 10. (or the equivalent). 
Chemistry I, C. E. 20. One lecture :lnd t wo recitations a week. (a) Element.:l.Ty 
consideration of behavior of gases; gas engines. (b) Thco1r of vaporization: 
study of boilers; types of boilers; advantages and dis.a.dv:lntages of V:lTious types. 
(e) Action of vapors in cylinders; steam engines :lnd turbines: parts. and oper:.-
tion; types, advantages and disadvantages; :lpplication; steam consumption 
and efficiencies. (d) Advantages of condensing; types of condensers; condenser 
pumps; condenser auxiliaries, cooling towers, ponds, etc. (e) Pumps; feed 
pumps, city water works pumps, etc. (f) Contractor's plants ; portable and 
traction engines, hoisting engines. locomotives :lnd similar m:lchinery. (g) Cos t. 
of power. 
This course is recommended for all students who wish to obtain a general 
knowledge of steam machinery wi thout grca.t technical detail. Acting Assistant 
Professor ELLENWooO, and Messrs. JONES and CLAR I>. 
E . 12. Electrical Engineering for Civil Engineers. Required of all scniors in 
civil engineering. First term only, credit four hours. Two recita tions :lnd on to 
laboratory experiment with report c."l.ch week. The purpose of the course is four-
fold: ( I ) to review and emphasize the fundamental physical principles :lpplied 
in electrical engineering ; (2) to familiari~e t he student with and give practice in 
the handling of electrical machinery; (J) to enable the student to choose the 
proper t ype of apparatus for any particular service demanded in ordinary clemen· 
tary practice; (4) to enable the student to read intelligently electric:ll engineering 
literature. Messrs. H . W. DRO WN and CII A~II3ERI.AI:O:. 
E . 2Ja. Generation and Distribution of Electrical Energy. Elective for 
seniors in elect rical engineering. First term only, credit two hours. Prerequisite 
E. 10 and I I. T wo lectures a week. Selection of apparatus for generat ing 
stat ions and distributing systems. Detail design is omitted, since the purpose of 
the course is to show standard practiee in arrangement and selection of app:lTatus. 
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The design of the transmission line and of t he d istributing system is , however, 
studic<l in detail , the applica tion of t he theory being brought out in lectures and 
est:lblished by practical problems. Assis(..'"tnt Professor FORO. 
SUBJECTS GIVEN IN THE COLLEGE OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
Descriptive Geometry and Drawing 
l. Descripth'e Geometry. F reshmen. Credi t two hours first term . and 
three homs second lerm. i\ study of the represcnlation of lines, planes, SUT-
faces, and solids, and their inter-relations. Warped surfaces. A textbook is used 
and recitations arc held upon the problems there sta ted or explained. !\ drawing 
period serves to aHow the student to make drawi llgs of original problems which 
arc illus t rations and applications of the problems in the book. Recitations, one 
hOllr a wcck. Original problems. iwo and onl'-half actual hours a week. Tangen-
cies, intersections, shades and shadows. pcrspective. The inte~tions include 
various forms of the intersections of planes with surfaces and solids, of surfaces 
with solids. and of solids with solids. The work in shades and shadows includes. 
shade lines on solid~ and the shadows of solids on pL1nes and other sol ids. Original 
problems arc assigned for work in the dr,Lwing room. Recitations, two hours a 
week. Original problems, two and one-half actual hours a wcek. First t erm. 
Four S<."<:tions in recitations. and six sections in problems. Second teml. Six 
se<:tions in recita t ions. and six sections in problem". ,'\ssistant Professor Pmm 
and /l iessrs. DOUGIl Ekn· and POWEU .. 
2. Drawing and Lettering. Freshmen. Credit two hours. Six hours a 
week during- first term. The work is suh·di,·ided and is taken up in t he follow-
ing order: Freehand lettering . whi<'!h includes. instmetion and practice in a 
one-stroke freehand letter for working dr,m·ings. [t is intended that the student 
shall acquire proficiency in the usc of a letter applicable for shop and ot her dr<ll\"-
engs where a finished letter is not required but where rapidity and clearness arc 
osscntial; thirty actual hours. G~'Om('trical problcms, which include the drawing 
cf the problem in pellcil and ink al!;O a study of simple forms of project ion in plan, 
tlev:<tion, and sedion; thirty aet u;tl hours. Cross sections, which includes prac-
tice in using drawing instfl1men\.S in m;Iking thc conventional signs of sect ions 
through different materials; nin(' actL1<l1 hours. Tracing det.:lils, which includes 
ahe use of tracing cloth in making tracings from blue prints of standard drawings, 
and from pcn<::il drawings; also making blue print s from t racings ; twenty-one 
actual hours. Six section,. A~sist..1nt Professor 1'0:000, and i\I essrs. DOUGflERn' 
and POWEl.L. 
4. Drawing and Lenering. Sophomores. Second ternl. credi t four hours 
for one-half of the class; and for the other halC a crcdit of three hours first term 
and one hour second term. Prere<]uisite COlLrse J. The work is sub·divided 
and is taken up in th(' fo!loll"inl: order: /.(!ttering. which includcs a study of. 
and practice in. different styles of le t ters. :1< Roman . Gothic, and stump, together 
with t hcl r C<:Jmbination into ;LPI)rvpriate title~; seventy-thoe actual hours . Iso-
metric drawing. which includes the principles involved in isometric projection, 
with practice in drawing frum mudd, and from dimension drawings; t welve 
actual hours. Linc shading, which includes the shading of flat and curved sur-
faces by lincs variously spac..·d and by lines of different. thickness: eighteen actua 
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hours. Detail and dimension drawing, which includllS the tracing of typical 
dimension drawings and in making detail drawings frO:11 sketchc3, models, and 
from other drawings on different sc."\les; forty-eight actua l hours. Topographic 
signs, whieh includes practice in the different kinds of standard topographic signs 
for mapping; twelve actual hours. Tinting and shading. which includes instruc-
tion in, and practice with. water colors, in the rendering of lIat and curved surfaces, 
together with the usc of crayon. Each student is rcquirt."d to make :1. number of 
plates and to become reasonably proficient in handling the bru~h and in using 
crayon; fifteen actual hours. Assistant Professor PARSON". 
Topographic and Geodetic Engineering 
10. Elementary Surveying. Freshmen. Pirst term, credit three hou.s. 
Use of steel tape, level, and transi t. Fundamental surveying methods. '\1eas· 
ucement of tines, angles, and differences of elevation. Land surveying; areas 
and plotting. Recitations, field work, computations, and mapping. Text-
books; Breed and Hosmer's Elementary Surveying, and Leland and Boothroyd's 
Area of Land. One recitation and two field or comput.ation periods a week. 
Eight. sections. Assistant ProfeSilOr LELAN"O, and Messrs. LAWRESCI;, I\I cCuRDY. 
BA I( ER, and C. CRANDALL. 
II. Advanced Surveying. Sophomores. Second term, credit {our hours' 
Prerequisite course 10. City, topographic, hydrogr:lphic, mine, and geodetie 
surveying and field astronomy. Surveys of the United States Public Lands. 
Precise measurements. Transit and stadia; plane l:Ible; sextant. Soundings: 
stream measurement. Subterranean surveys. Eart.h volumes. Triangulation; 
base lines; precise le\·eling. Field determinations of azimuth, time, and latitude. 
Recitations with a small amount of field work. Textbooks; Breed and Hosmer's 
Higher Surveying, Crandall's Geodesy and Least Squares, and Campbell's Practi-
cal Astronomy. Four periods a week. Eight :;«·tions. Assistant Professors 
LELAND and UNDE RWOOD, and Messrs. L,\WKE:;CV. and I\[CCUR!)Y. 
[I a . Advanced Surveying. Primarily for students in forestry and landscape 
art. Second tenn, credit four hours. Prerequisite course 10. Topographic. 
hydrographic, and geodetic surveying and field astronomy. United Slates 
Public J...."\nd Surveys. Precise measurements. Transit and stadia; plane table; 
sextant. Stream measurement. Topographic reconnaissance. Road IOC1t.ion: 
circular curves. Triangulat.ion for the control of local SUf\'eys; base lines. 
Field detenninations of time, latitude, and azimuth. Recitations, field I,ork, and 
plotting. Textbooks: Breed and Hosmer's Higher Surveying, and Campbell's 
Practical Astronomy. Four periods a wcek: field work after Easter. Assistant 
Professor LELAND and Mr. LAWKJ::NCE. 
12. Elementary Surveying. Primarily for students in Sibley CoHeg~. 
Second term, credit two hOUTS. A short elective course intended for those stu-
dents outside of the College of Civil Engineering who desire work in S\1fveying but 
who are anable to devote more than two hours to t.he entire subject. A knowledge 
of plane trigonometry is required. Usc of surveying instrument,;. Tape meas-
urements. Leveling. Problems with transit and tape. Stadia. Recitations, 
field work, computations, and plotting. Textbook: Breed and Hosmer 's 
Elementary Surveying. Two periods a week. Five sections. Mr. i"'[CCUROV. 
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13. Summer Survey ; Topographic, Hydrographic, and Geodetic Survey; 
Camp. Sophomores. Six weeks in June and J uly; credit six hours. Date of 
beginning to be announced in second term. Prerequisite course II. Open also 
to students in forestry who have had course I la. for whom the work is modified 
to nlcet their spe<'ial needs. Practical expericnce in surveying under field COndi-
tions. I\n extensive topographic survey with the t ransi t and st.1.dia and the 
plane t."\blc:. and a hydrographic survey of a portion of Cayuga 1~1.ke, are executoo. 
and field map~ arc made. Triangulation and precise leveling control t he topo-
graphic and hydrographic work. A base line is measured with invar tapes. 
Astronomic observations for azimuth. latitudc, and time are made, and results 
romputed. Each party also performs a number of field exercises in city survey· 
mg. E:.ch student lakes part in all branches of the work. Field and office work 
~ix days and evenings a week. Assist."\nt Professors LEI..,I.~I) and U~I)EItWOOJ) . 
and lvlessrs. LAWItI>:oiCE, MCCURI) \· and JlAKER, and six others. 
q. Survey Computations and Mapping. J uniors. First term, credit four 
hours. Prerequisite ooursc 13. Adjustment of observations by the method of 
least squares. A complete set of the computations covering the field work of 
the previous summer survey. course 13, embracing base-line measuremem, 
triangulation, and trigonometric and precise leveling. Thc work results in a 
set of permanent rC(;ords, with the gcographic positions, azimuths, distances, 
and c1c,·"t ions of thl! various triangulatioLl st."\ lions. The ;u: tual const ruction 
of final topographic maps of the area embraced in the preceding summer survey. 
The field sheets arc combined for this purpose, reduced in scale from I :4800 to 
I :12000. and reproduced, using the triangl1lation system as a basis for the work. 
Recit.1.tions, computations. :md mapping. Textbook: Crandall 's Geodesy and 
Least Squares. Six section~. Assist"nt Professors LE I..,l.ND and U~DERWOOD, 
and Messrs. LAWII.ESCE and BM'EII.. 
15. Least Squares ; Adjustment of Observations. Elect ive. Prerequisite, 
calculus and physics. First term, credit two hours. Lectures and recitations. 
The course is designed for studcnts who have experiml!ntal investigat ions in view. 
Applications arc made to problems in ph~'sics, astronomy, mechanics, hydraulics, 
survl!ying, etc .. with some attention given to the derivation of empirical formuL-e. 
Two hours a weck, as may be arranged. Assist.1.nt Professor U~UERWOOD . 
16. Advanced Topographic Surveying. Electivc. Seniors and graduates. 
Prerequisite courscs II and 13. First term, credi t t wo hours. Economics 
of surveying methods. Surveys for special purposcs, such as extensive construe· 
tion work; storage and distribution of water for irrigation: earthwork on a large 
seale: lines of communication: topographic rcconnaiSS3nce, etc. Phototopo-
graphic surveying. !..c<:tures and reading. Two hours a week. Assistant 
Professor LELASU. 
17. Geodesy and Geodetic Laboratory. EIC(;ti\'c. Seniors and graduates. 
Prerequisite course 11. First tenn, credit three hours. A course for the con-
sideration of special problems in geodetic "·ork. Precise leveling. Dcflection 
of the plumb line. Figure of the c<\rth. Use and investigation of geodetic 
instruments and apparatus: circles, levels, micrometer microscopes, st andards of 
lcngth. thermometers. pendulums, magnetic :"Ipparatus, etc. Subject to arrange-
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ment to 1l1e(!t the special needs of students. Lectures. reading, discussion,; , allel 
laboratory work. Three periods a wcek. Assistant Professor LELASD. 
18. Geodetic Astronomy. Elective. Seniors and graduates. Prerequisite 
conrse I I. 5e<:ond term. credit three hours. A study of the more precise met hods 
of determining time. latitude, longitude. and azimuth, together with practice at 
theobscrvatory in making and reducing the observations, including the determina· 
t ion of instrumental consL:\nts. Lecture~, n:citations. and observations. Thrt .. >e 
periods a week as may he arranged. t\~si~tant Profeswrs Llll.A:O;O a11'\ U:o;nKK .. 
WOOD. 
Applied Mechanics and Hydraulics 
:l0. Mechanics of Engineering. For SOphO;]lOr,,; in cil"il {·ngint!Cring. 
Throughout the year, credit five hOl1r~ a term. Prerequisi te mathematic>, 
rourse 5. A study of the principles, and applic:l.t ions to engineering. of the 
mechanics of solids; as rebting to the mutual actions, motions. pressures. strength. 
stiffness, and resilience of the members of structures and machine>;. Origina1 
problems form a prominent fcature-. Statics of a matui:l.1 point and of rigid 
bodies. Centers of gravity. Chains and cords. Dyll:l.mics (kinetics) of :I 
materi:l.l point . Impact. Virtual velocities. Centrifugal and centripetal forcc~. 
Pendulums. .\'l oments of ill('rtia of plane figures and of rigid bodies. Dynamic.,; 
(kinetics) of rigid bodies. Work. Power. Energy. Ply· wheels. F'riction. 
Graphical statics of mechanism. Dynamometers. General thcorem of work and 
energy applied to machines. Stresses and str:l.in~. Tension. Shearing. Com. 
pression. Torsion. Flexure. Elastic curves. Safe loads. Columns. Text-
books: Church's Mechanics of Engineering. and Notes and Examples in '\·!ech1n· 
ics, supplemented by other printed notes and problems. Lectures and recitations 
daily except S, throughout the year. Six sections. Professor C H URCH , Assist.1nt 
Professors G EORCE And RETTGER, and 11"lessrs. I3 RAus~;R and DOUCH ERTY 
2.!. Materials Lab()ratory. Sophomores. Either term (one·half of the 
class each term), credit twO hour~. Must be preceded hy. or taken with, COUTse 
:l0 and must be taken with course 15. Experimental determination of the 
properties of materials by mechanical tests. Study of testing machines. their 
thcon·. construction, and manipulation . Calibration of testing m:.chines and 
app..1~tuS. Commercial tests of iron and steel. Tensile. comprcssive, torsional. 
shearing. and flexure tests of metals and various woods with stress·str.1in observa· 
tions. Tests of cement for fi neness. specific gravity, norma! consistency, time 
of setting, soundness. and tensile ;md compressive strength for neat and mortar 
mixtures. Tests of concrete aggregate. and of road material and paving brick. 
The course is planned to coordinate with t:Qursc 25 :J.nd aims to supplement 
direc tly the s tudy of the properties of materials by the actual h:l1ldling of the 
materials :l.nd observation of their beh:l.vior under stress. Laboratory work three 
hours a week. Six sections each term. Assistant Professor ilI ILI .S, and Messrs, 
S AKEIl, BRAUN ER, DOUGIIEJl.T\·, and ---. 
2J. Hydraulics. Juniors. Throughout the year, credit three hours. (With 
topics in hydrostatics and pneumatics). Prerequisite course 20. Fluids at rest. 
Hydrostatic pressure. Manometers. Strength of pipes. Press<l re of water 
lI(ainst walls and dams. Earth pressure. Immer~on and Hotation. Compressed 
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air motors. Air compressors. Gas engines. Barometric leveling. Steady flow 
of liquids through pipes and orifices and over weirs. Fluid friction. Losses of 
head. Time of emptying vessels. Steady fl ow of water in open channels. 
Kutter's form ula and diagrams based thereon. Ste.1.dy flow of gases t hrough 
pipes and orifices. Overshot. hrcast , and umlershot water wheels. Theorems 
for flow in a revolving pipe. Impulse whC<'is (Pelton. Girard. e tc. ). Turbines 
and reactioll wheels. Backwater. Theory of turbine testing. Other hydraulic 
nlotors and machinery. As part of the work of instruction. cxperimcnt.1l demon-
strations afC given in the H ydr;,u lie L:lboratory to illustrate the princip<11 phe-
nomena of hydrostatics and hydr:lulics. Te~tbooks: Church's r.'lcchanics of 
Engineering, and Hydraulic M otors. Lectures :lnd rC<'i tations. three hours a 
week. Six sections. P rofessor C II URClI. and Assist.1nt Professors GY.ORGE. 
ScHODER and TURNI> R. 
25. Materials of Const ruction. Sophomores. Either term (one-half of the 
class each term), credit three hou TS. Must be preceded by. or taken with. course 
20. and must be taken with course n. Textbook: ?l l ills ' Notes on Materials 
of Construction. The materials studied arc; lime. cement. stone. brick, sand, 
timber, o rcs, cast iron, wrought iron, stcel, and some of the minor metals and 
a lloys. The chemical and physical properties. uses. methods of manufacture. 
methods of testing, and unit stresses of each material are considered. particular 
llt ress being hid on those points of importance to engineers. The work is planned 
to coOrdinate wi th the course in economic goology and supplements that work 
where necessary. Thr~ recitations a week. Assist.'1llt P rofessor M ILL S and .Mr. 
IJRAUN F. R. 
26. Advanced Mechanics. Seniors a nd gra<hmtes. Either term. credit three 
hours. Prerequisitc course 20. Linear a rches. C urved beams. Special cases 
of flexure, Problcm~ in the mathematic.'11 thoory of elasticity. Thick hollow 
cylinders and spheres. Platl.,'S. Castigliallo's thcorem of least work. Internal 
lI'ork and its deriv;ltives. Reeit ation~. Three houTS a week. Professor CHURCII 
and Assistant Professor RRTTG F.R . 
2;. Testing M aterials . Elective. Seniors and graduates. Second tenn, 
credit th rce hOUTS. Prerequisite courses 22 and 25 or their cqui,'alcnts. Special 
investigations of all advanced nature of the properties of structural units and 
the materials of constrllction. 
Tests rna)' be made upon fulJ-"iz('O.1 sec tions in iron and steel. upon wooden 
columns. beams. and trllSseS: standard tests of paving brick and macadamizing 
materials ; standard test.." of cement and concrete aggregates: special investiga-
tions of the properti('s of concret e. plain and reinforced. upon full-sized beams and 
columns ; tests upon the bonding strength of steel and concrete: tests upon 
ri"eted stl'Cl joints : te~ts upon wire cables; etc. J ohnson's Materials of Con· 
stnlction and the publ ica tions of the American Societ y of Ch'il Engineers, and of 
the American Society for Testing Materials, arc used as refe rence works. The aim 
of the COIITSC is to provide not only a knowledge of materials by observation of their 
behavior under st ress. but.'1lso a knowledge of the t echnique of testing materials ; 
a training in precise methods of observation and interpretation of results: and an 
a ppn.'Ciation of the relation of thl.,"Oretical inYl'Stiga tion to engineering practice. 
:\u,,;mced student..~ are encouraged to make usc of the laboratory facilities for 
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special research. Seven and one-half hours a week as arrangf..-d. A,.~ist.a.nt 
Profes..«OT M n.Ls, and ~",essrs. DouG II NT\' and COSW"f.LL. 
29. EngineeriDg Problems. Given ill the second tenn for juniors of the 
hydraulic and sanitary groups; and in the lirst term for seniors of ;"Ill other 
groups. Credit two hour.!. Prerequisite courses ~o and 2J. The object of this 
course is to provide addition;"l] practice in using the principles and methods of 
npplied mechanics, both of solids nnd flllid~. A series of problems, ~ l1 ch as occur 
in ordinary engineering practice, and covering a wide range of topics, is given out 
for solution. Computations and reports; si.~ hours a week. Pro{~r Cn uMen. 
and Assistant Professors GEOMGE. RETTGER, and TUMSEM. 
Hydraulic Engineering 
30. Wl ter Supply. Seniors. Either term, credit three hours. Prcrcqui~ite 
course 23. Three hours recit:ltion a week from assigned te"t. and the working 
of several extensive problems. PToblem6 assigned mll~t be worked before credit 
can be allowed. Textbooks: Tumcaurc :lnd RusscU's Public Water Supplies. 
Hoyt and Gro"er's River Discharge, and pam]>hlets. About half of the term is 
devoted to the prelimin;"lry investigations for detennining the ."'aibble supply of 
water from ;"I drainage basin, general hydrology, methods of stream gauging, usc 
of mass dingr;"l!lls in study of storage, ground water rcsourct's, etc. The !iCCond 
half of the term is devoted to the methods of development, structures, and work-
ing conditions, particular attention being given to the requirements for a $Il.tisfac· 
tory fire protection, and the economics of pumped supplies. Applie,"ltion~ of the 
methods of the texts are made to particular localities, the topographic map!; of 
adjacent cities and basins forming the bases of problems in design. Students 
specializing in the hydraulic group should arrnnge to be <'nrolled for the lirst 
tenn, Assistant Profes..«ors SEER\' and WAL!.:!!\!'. 
31. Hydrlulic Constructions. Elective for seniors and graduates. Second 
ternl, credit three hours. Should be t.aken after, or concurrently with, course 
30. Two recit.1.tions and one computing period a week. The course is largely 
devoted to a study of the storage and COlweyam;e of water, entering into a detailed 
examination of the methods and structures u!!Cd, their design and (!onstruction, 
wi th special reference to public water supplies, poll'cr, irrigation. and navigation. 
Several extensive problems a rc worked. involving the preliminary examination.~, 
explorations. and methods of sllTveys of a reservoir site, im'estigation of dam 
si tes, design of a high masonry dam by Wegman's i\ lethod. and the study of all 
the facton which may affect the stability and section of a dam, The economics of 
storage, cost of storage, manipulation of storage and pondage are also studied in 
numerical problems, the dat..1. being tolken from actual projects. Earthen dams 
and embankments, flashboards, and movable dams are also considered. A 
review of the theory and practice of irrigation engineering and of the de,'elopment 
of irrig;"lt/on institutions occupies about h;"l]f of the term, with some attention to 
the subject of river engineering as related to flood protection and the maintenanc(' 
of navigable depths during low water, dredging, et.('. Assistant Professor SERM \·. 
32. Water Power Engineering. Eit.'ctivc for seniors and graduates. First 
term, credit three hours. Prerequisite course :13. Should be taken after, or 
concurren tly with, course 30. Thrcc recitations a week and the working of 
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~everal ext.ensive problems. General study of power development on a stream, 
t he factors affecting the engineering and commercial feasibility of developing 
power and the valuc of a mill site; effect of pondage. storage, and load factor 
on capacity and equipment, and a detailed study of the characteristics of modern 
turbines, the selection of mechanical equipment. design of penstocks. and investi-
gation of the speed regulation and go,'erning of phnt. Numerical applic..1.tions 
of each of thc important principles are made to existing plants or sites. Text-
hook: II lcad's Water Power Engineering. supplemented by numerous assign-
ments in engineering periodicals. Assistant Professor SEE RY. 
Experimental H ydraulics 
4 I. H ydraulic Measurements. Electi,-e. Seniors and graduates. Second 
t('rm, credit three hOUTS. Prerequi~ite course :.'3. The experimental portion 
of the course is intended to familiarize the student with the manipulation. prin-
cipks. precision, and adaptability of devices used in the measurement of Hawing 
water_ Experiments are made with orifices. nozzles. weirs. the Venturi meter. 
Pitot tube, oT(l inar)" water meters. friction head in pipes, current-meter rating. 
current meters and Hoats in open channels_ The reports involve the principles 
and applic.1 tions of logarithmic plotting including diagram C'Onstruction. Three 
three-hour periods a week. Assistant Professors ScUOIJEII and TUIISEI!. 
42. Experimental H ydraulic Motors and Pumps. Elective. Seniors and 
graduates. First term. credit three hours. The determination of efficiency. 
capacit~·. and characteristics of hydraulic machinery. Three three-hour periods 
a week. Assistant Professors ScIiOOBR and T UII SEI<.. 
43. Experimenta l H ydraulic Investigation. Elective. SeniOr>; and gradu-
ates. Either term. credit three hours. This course is intended for those students 
who desire to earr~' on experimental investigations in hydraulics under marc 
immediate direction and supervision than pre"ails in case of thesis work. Written 
reports arc required, but need not b<' typewritten nor bound in thes:s style. These 
reports are kept by the Department. It is often possible and desirable for two 
students to work together on the same investigation. The field and scope of the 
investigation should be selected during the first tll'O weeks of the term . For tlw 
experimental portion of the work the equivalent of three three-hour periods a 
week is required. Assistan t Professor SCHOImR. 
44. Advanced Experimental H ydraulics. The facilities of the Hydraulic 
Laboratory are available for thesis work and for experimental investigation; by 
graduate students; subject to special arrangements in each ea!;C. Professor 
"'",SKIl I_I... and .... ssistant Professor ScIlOIl t: Il. 
MUllicipal and Sanitary Engineering 
• 50. Sanitary Biology. 
site Chemistry. course 6, 
Protozoa. 
Juniors. Second term, credit fivc hours . 
Textbook: Ellis's Bacteriology. no tes on 
Prerequi-
..'lg:c and 
The coun;c includes a study of tbe principles of microscopy, bacteriology, 
and algology with <lSpecinl reference t.o 5<1.nitary engineering. Baeteriologic..,l 
and biological ellaminations 01 water supplies~are made; and the identification 
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and control of the various plant forms which render water supplies objectionable, 
or which indicate dangerous pollution, are taken up. Three recitations and two 
labor3tory periods a week. Assistant Professor WALKE~. 
52. Municipal Engineering. Juniors. Second term, credit thre<! hours. 
Prerequisite course :'3. Sewer dcsign and construction, and sewagc dis· 
po&1.1. Recitations, three times a week with occasional lectures. Problems 
(one each week), illustrating the matters taken up in the recitations, such as 
problems on sewagc Row, both domestic and storm water, hydraulic problems 
of tilling and emptying reservoirs. construction problems dealing with masonry 
foundations and reservoir walls and with various dctails of disposal plants. Text-
books: Ogdcn's Sewer Design, and notes on Sewage Dispos.1.1. Four sections. 
Professor OeoEN, and Assistant Professor WALKeR. 
53. Purification and Control of Water Supplies. Seniors and gr3duates. 
Second term , credit three bour~ . Prerequisite course 23. Examination of watcr, 
physical, chemical, and bacteriological; normal quality of surface and subterr-
anean waters, with effects of storage ; communicable disc.1.SCS and water supplies; 
epidemics of typhoid fever and cholera with studies of etiology, etc. ; puritic.1.tion 
of water, sedimentation, and coagulation; slow sand tiltration. theory, const ruc-
tion, and operation, with examples; rapid s .... nd filtration, theory, construction , 
and operation, with examples; miscellaneous purification processes, aeration. 
softening, iron removal, sterilization. distillation, .... nd puritication by chemicals. 
Professor OGOl;:s. 
53a. Sewage and Water Purification. Seniors in the general group. Second 
term, credit two hours. Prerequisite course 52. A general course dealing with 
the principles and practices of filtration both of water and sewagc. J...cctures, 
recitations, and problcms. Professor OGDEN. 
54. Sewerage Works. Seniors and graduates. First term, credit three 
hours. Prerequisite course 5:1. Three hours a week for 15 weeks, divided 
between lectures and recitations. Tcxtbooks: Ogden's Sewer Construction, 
Kinnicutt, Winslow, and Pr .... tt's Sewage Disposal. The work is upon the con-
struction and operation of sewCTS and sewage-disposal works, illustrated by 
lantern slides and by reference to recent descriptions of sewage-disposal plants 
in the current literature. There are, generally speaking, three recitations or one 
week's work on each of the following topics: disposal by dilution (salt and fresh 
water); chemica! precipitation; broad irrigation, with special reference to institu-
tions; natural and artificial filtration beds; sedimentation and septic tanks; 
contact beds; and sprinkling filters. It is intended to differentiate this course 
from the junior work by making the la t ter chiefly a discussion of principles in-
volved, while the senior course is a detailed investigation of the mcthods of con-
struction with the rcasons involved. Professor OGDES. 
55. Sanitary Laboratory. Seniors. First term, credit three hours. Pre-
requisite courses 50, 52, and Chemistry 6. This course offers a practical demon-
stration of some of the topics considered in courses 5:', 53, and 54· Studies of 
the qualities of water in streams, sewcrs, and in the city sewage settling tank 
are made by means of the usual tests for suspended solids, for dissolved oxygen 
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and for oxygen consumed. Examinations of samples of sand are made (or per-
centage of voids, for turbidity, for frictional resistance to water flow, and for 
efficienc\' as filters. COIllIKlrativc tests of precipitants on various naturally and 
artificiaily polluted waters aTC carried out and losses of head in columns of sand 
are found. !l.Ieasurcmcnts of veloci ties and grades in the city sewers and a study 
of their in1crrelation with 5i7£5 of pipes and nepths of Aow are made. Nine hours 
a week. Professor DellEs. 
56, Municipal Engineering. Elective. Graduates. A discussion and study 
of questions other than water and sewerage dealing with the health of cities. Lec-
tures , reports, and readings. Thn.>e hours, Professor QGDEl'. 
57. Purification of Water. Rlective. Graduates. Specific problems in 
water purific .. tion: control of watersheds : eff<:'<:t of sedimentation on waters of 
different compositions: tre;ltment of water~ for particular requirements, sueh as 
removal of hardncss. sediment. bactcria etc. A report on wme e~isting water 
system ",ill be required from cach student. Thr<:'<: hours . ProfcosoT OGDEN. 
58. Conference on Present Methods of Sewage Disposal. Ek-ctive. Gr .. d-
uatc!>. .'\ crit ical study of the construction and operation of plants now in 
existence. Inspections and reporb. Threc hour~. Professor OGUES. 
5'). A Laboratory Course for Graduates. Devoted to some special problem 
tof scw .. ge or water. such .. 5 the opcmtion of a water-filtration plant. a sewage-
disposal plant. the f,urification of trade wastes. the "alue of disinfection. etc. 
Professor ()(;nES and Assistant Profeswr WAI."I;;R. 
Railroad and Highway Engineering 
60. Railroad Surveying, Const ruction, and Economics. junior... Through 
out the year. credit four hours a term. Prerequisite courses 10. II. ,lIld 13· 
The campus field work includes the laying out of circular and transition curves; 
the fixing of grade lines. cross sectioning, and the staking out of masonry struc-
turcs; the rc-alining of tmck and the laying out of turnouts. The S .. uurday 
field work consists of making the reconnaissance. preliminary, and location surveys 
for some ten miles of railroad. The topogr .. phy is taken. the line is croSS-se<:tioned 
and data are obtained for estimates of cost, including the structures and rights 
of way. The drawing includes a map and .. profile of the located linc and a plan 
for one or more structures. The earthwork is computed from the cross-sections. 
and complete estimates are made of quantities ml(l costs. including structures. 
The recitations and lectures take up the field problems; the computation of 
earth"" ork : the cost of graduation. including tunnels. subgradc and track struc-
tures: traek work : and the economics of railroad location and operation. Cran-
dall and Barncs' Railroad Surveying and Railroad CQnstruction. Cranda!!'s 
E .. rthwork Tables. Bca.lmn·s Rai lway l.,ocation. mimeograph notes on economics 
including tonnage rating and electric railway run curves, and Gotsh..1. l1·s Electric 
Railway Economies. (0"111 the bases of the work. First term, two three-hour 
lX:riods of field "'ork a lI'c<:k. and alternate Saturdays. Sil( sections. Second 
term. three recitations a week. six sections; and one period of two and one-half 
hours a weck in mapping. five sections. Professor CRANOALL, Assistant Profes-
sor BARSES and ),·lessrs. COSII'EI.l. and \\TJlZn: . 
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6 1. Railroad Maintenance of Way. m~ti\"e. Seniors and graduates. 
First te rm, credit three hours. Prerequisite course 60. The subjeets treated 
arc: Track materials. with especial refcrence \.0 the section. method of manu-
fac ture, and composition of steel rail s ; to the CCQl10mics of tie preservation and 
the use of metal lics; and to the effect of quality of ballast upon maintenance. 
i\lachinc and other methods of grading for second tr:tck: drainage; track laying 
both by machine and hand methods. ballasting and bringing new track to line and 
grade. Turnouts and switchcs; derailing ~wi\.Chcs; side t racks and yard tracks: 
sorting and terminal yards. Track maintenance; track tools; work trains. 
Action of car wheels on curves; widening of gage. Double t racking: separation 
of grades; and improvcment in grades and alinement. Textbook: Tratman's 
Railway Track and Track Work. Lectures and nx:itations lhrcc hours a week. 
Professor CRANOALL. 
62. Railroad Operation and Management. E!eeti,'e. Seniors and gradu-
ates. Second term, credit three hours. Prcrequisite course 60. The course is 
based on ;-dorris ' Railroad Administration and Latimer's Railway Signal ing. 
both of wh.ich are used as tel(tbooks. Under organization the following subjects 
are treated: The general principles underlying organization and the effect 
of each on efficiency; principal deJXlrtments of railway service with a brief 
outline of the work of each: department.al and divisional systems of organiza-
tion, with examples on "arious ro..1.ds and discu!lSion of adapt...1.bility of each. 
The dulies of officers and the work of the different departments are taken up 
in considerable det.."l.il. The Illost important laws affecting railroads are given 
in discu!lSing the work of the legal department. Freight traffic, freight house.>. 
classification yards, car service ru..\es, accounting, etc., are among the topics 
considered under operation. Signaling and interlocking and train rules are also 
considered. Lectures and recit.."l. tions three hours a wcek. Assistant Professor 
BAR:o.'ES. 
63. Railroad Construction and Maintenance. Special coursc for students 
in Sibley College. Second term, crcdit two hours. Preparation recommended: 
course 10 or Il. Second \.Crm. Textbook : Webb·s Railroad Construction. 
Railro..1.d surveying; reconnaissance, preliminary survey and location; simple 
curves with methods of laying out. : purpose and nature of transition and vertical 
curves. Railroad construction; earthwork, surveys, methods, and costs; rock 
work: culverts and minor structures : trestles and bridges: tunneling. RaiJro."l.d 
maintenance; ballast, purposes, kinds, and cross sections: ties, materials and 
treatment: rails :tnd rail fastenings: joints, switches and crossings. Railroad 
economics: statistics: co;;t of distance. curvature, rise and fall and change in rate 
of ruling gradient and tonnage rat ing. Attention is given to oomJXlring capi-
talized cost of structures, changes in weight of locomotives. e tc. Two recitat ions 
a week. Assistant Professor BANKES. 
64. Roads and Pavements. Seniors and juniors in the geodetic and sani-
tary groups. Either term, credit one hour. Prerequisite course 60. El(amiaa· 
t ion of t he methods of construction and maintenance of roads and J><"l.vemeats. 
Lectures ' and recitations. Professor CRANDAl..l.. , and l\-Jr. Cmm'El..l... 
65. Highway Engineering. Elective. Seniors and graduates. Second 
term, credit three hours. Prerequisite course 60. Work consists of an examina-
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lion of the prevailing methods of construction and maintenance of roads and pave-
ments, starting with country roads of following types: earth, sand, sand-clay, 
water-bound macndam, etc. ; trea tment of macadam surfaces wi th bituminous 
and non-bituminous dust preventives and binders; the economics, construction, 
~Lnd maintenance of city pavements of followi ng types : asphalt, bi t uminous oon· 
crete. concrete. brick, stone, wood block, etc. Problems in rc-a!inemcnt, surfacing 
etc. L«:turcs and re<:itations. three hours a week. Professor C RA NDA!..!., and 
~Ir. CaSWELL. 
Bridge Engineering 
71. S tnlctural Design. JuniOr$. Throughout the year, credi t fOUT hours a 
term. PrerC<juisite course 10, 
Structural Details. The recitations cover t he graphic analysis of simple 
beams and roof trusses in chapters ! and II of :'I!errim;Ln and Jacoby's Roofs and 
Bridges, part ! I. The computat ions and drawing include completc deta il designs 
and working drawings of woodcn joints to resbt large tensile stresses, and of a 
wooden roof tnlSS for given specif,cations, The ohject of the course is to show 
how to apply th e principles of mt.:chanics to the design of every det.'\il of the simple 
stmcture, named, and to study the forms ;,md strength of joints and fastenings 
u!ied in heavy framing. The computations required are to be arranged in syste-
matic order in the form of reports. Reference book: J acoby 's Structuml Det.'\ils. 
First te rm for S weeks. Computation and drawing, six hours a week. 
Bridge Stresses. Stresses due to dead, lil'<:. and wind loads. initi:..1 tension, 
amI impact. Panel loads :md locomot ive axle loads. Dctermination of the 
position of live lo:..ding for greatest stresses. ""axim111n and minimum strcsscs. 
Analytic and gmphic methods arc u~el1. The principal t.I'pe_~ of simple trusses 
employed in modern construction arc considered, in several cases both with and 
without counterbracing. Historical notes 011 truss bridges. The solution of 
many numerical examples taken from practicc forms a prominent part of the elass 
work. Each student is required to comput<: all the stresses in the main t russes 
;md !:iteml bracing for a through Pmtt truss railroad hridge which is to be designed 
subsequently. Textbook: Merriman and jacoby 's Roofs and Bridges, Pa.r ts ! 
and II . First term. Recitations two honTS a wcck for 8 weeks, thereafter four 
hours a \\"C(:k. 
Bridge Design. ComputatIOns and drawing for the complete dcsign of a 
n,'etcd railroad bridge of six or scven panels, the stresses for which were computed 
in connection with the previous study of bridge stresses. The computations to 
determine the SC(;t ions of all members and of pins, pin plates, splices, and other 
details as well as of connect ing rivets arc to be written up in the form of systemati-
cally arranged reports. The drawings (.'Qnsist of general detail plans showing the 
locution of :III r;I'cts as well as the composition anl\ relation of all members and 
connections. The final report is to givc a full list of shapes and plates, and a 
dassified analysis of weight for the sp,'\n. Textbook: I\'!er riman and j acoby's 
Roofs and Bridges, Part ! I I. Second term. Computation and drawing, 12 hours 
a week. Professor J ACOBY, and j\·!essrs. BUR~OII'5, U ~QU H 'IR T. Hn;cHcoc J{ , 
and BElT'!.. 
71. Re inforced Concrete Arch. Seniors and graduates. Elective, Either 
term. credit three hours. This coursc may be substituted for engineering design, 
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course 9 1f. Prerequisites course 20 and first [h'lrt of courSl.'; 1. The design of 
an arch of reinfon:ed concrete including its abutments and centering. The 
general foml and proportions nrc determined by two preliminary Investigations. 
The final investigations of the arch ring are made in accordance with the elastic 
theory, the live loading for maximum unit·stresses in the arch ring. as wel l as 
the direction and magnitude of abut ment thrusts. Ocing determined by means of 
influence lines. The design is supplemented by severa! illustrated lectures on 
the different types of concrete arch bridges of =nt construction. thei r principal 
debils, methods of erection, and influence on design. Lectures, computation, 
and drawing, nine hOUTS a week. ,\-Iessrs. BURROWS and U1'lQUHART. 
73. Higher Structures. Elccti,·c. Seniors and graduates. Either term, 
credit three hours. Prerequisite courses 20 and 71. Dctermination of the 
loading and stresses in continuous girders and trusses, swing bridges, and metallic 
arches. The arches include arch ribs and trussed arches with thr<:'C and two 
hinges respectively. Both analytic and graphic methods arc used. The latter 
include displacement diagrams to find the deflections of trusses and the reactions 
of statically indeterminate structures, and the usc of influence lines to find their 
loading and stresses. These studies are accompanied by historical notes on 
arches, drawbridges, and cantilever bridges. Textbook: ~lerriman and jacoby's 
Roofs and Bridges, Part IV. Recitations. three hOUTS a week. Professor 
jACOSY. 
74. Masonry and Foundations. Seniors and graduates. Either term, credit 
three hours. Prerequisite course 20. Pilr.;; and pile driving. including timber, 
concrete, tubular and sheet piles; cofferdams : box and open caissons; pneumatic 
caissons for bridges and buildings, caisson sinking, and physiological effects of corn· 
pressed air; pier foundations in open wells: freezing process: hydraulic caissons: 
ordinary bridge piers; cylinder and pivot piers; bridge abutments: spread foot· 
ings for building foundations; underpinning buildings; subterranean explora· 
tions; unit loads. Textbook: jacoby and Davis's Foundations of Bridges and 
Buildings. Recitations. collateral reading in engineering periodicals, and illus· 
trated reports. Thr<:'C hours a week. Professor JACOllY. 
76. Steel Buildings. Elective. Seniors and graduates. Second term. 
credit three hours. Prerequisite courses 20 ;md ;!. l\'iil1 buildings and t."Ill steel 
buildings. Framing, trusses, beams, and columns. Eccentric loading, wind 
bracing, connections, and details. Roofs and floors. Weights and cost. Specifi· 
cations. Design of a small mill building. Investigation of the effect of wind on a 
knee.braced mill building bent. Recitations, lectures, and reports. Six hours a 
week for cleven weeks, thereafter three hours a week. Mr. Hl'rcllcoc":. 
n. Concrete Construction. Seniors and graduates, Either term, credit thrce 
hours. The purposc of this course is to continue the study of reinforced concrete 
construction and design begun in courses 20 and 25. While e~amples of actual 
construction are continual1y cited, special attention is paid to fundamental 
principles of design, to theoretical discussions, and to the interpretation of the 
results of experiments. It is the aim to give theory and practice equal weight, 
and to present the limitations as well as the advantages of this type of construe· 
tion. Telltbook: Turneaure and Maurer's Principles of Reinforced Concrete· 
constnletion, of which all chapters excepting Chapter VIII (on the arch) are 
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studied. The subject matter covered is as follows: Properties of the material; 
general theory: tests of beams and columns: working stresses and general 
constructive details; formul1t'; diagrams and t.;\bles, building construction; 
retaining walls and dams; miscellaneous structures. At each recitation a problem 
is assigned, requiring about an hour's time to solve. One recibtion and two 
d rawing periods a wc('k. !\lcssrs. BliRllOWS, UIIQ\,; IIART, and HITCHCOCK. 
Specifications, Designs, Etc. 
tk}. Cost Keeping and Management. Elective. Seniors and graduates 
only. First term, credit two hours. An elemenbry course on the principles 
which govcrn the organiZation and managcment of laborers on constructl.0n; 
systems of 1),1yment, measurement of elliciency and cost keeping, with illustrative 
ex"mplcs. Assistant Professor BAR:O> I>S. 
90. Specifications and Contracts. Seniors. Ei t her term, credit tll"O hours. 
Development of contract principles ; agency, tort, and independent contractor; 
contracts of association, and of sale and transportation. Preparation of engineer-
ing contracts. Relation to commercial contracts. Practical suggest.ions for 
general condition elall!'('s. as extras, contTactor'~ risks. p.1yment.~, arbitra tion, 
etc. Sp('Cifications and methods of studying them; skeletons of important 
examples oi ("()ntracU "lid ~pecific1lt ion s. Practice in analyzing and in writing 
specifications. t\cquisition. ownership, and conveyance of land: rights and 
liabilities in st~ams. surfaC'<.' and underground waters; property rights defined 
by bound,lrics; and determination of boundaries of land. Tucker's Contracts 
in Engineering is u!;C(1 as a text, and Wait's I,r,,,, of Operations in Engineering 
Construction as 11 reference book. Lectures and recitations, two hours a week. 
Six sections. Professor C II A/mAI,\. and Assistant Professor BAII'ms. 
91. Engineering Design. Seniors. Cn: .. di t three hours. The student is 
required to make complete designs in one of the following subdivisions. subject to 
approval; hours to be arranged. 
Engineering design for slmlcnts in the general group (a) and in the geodetic 
group (h) may he taken in anyone of the other group~ by appro.'al of t he he.:ld 
of the department concerned. 
(e) Hydraulic Engineering. Second k r ill. PrcT(.'([uisite courses 23 and 
29. Design of hydraulic works, plants, and appli;lnces, sueh as aqueducts. canals. 
irrigation works, locks. lift-locks. lock-gates. dams, reservoirs, stand·pipes. 
elevated t.1l1ks, sys tems of wawr works (gravity, pneumatic, or pumping systems), 
drainage works, power plants, watcr turbines, and other hydraulic motors and 
machinery, etc. Professor CmJRCIi and !\ssist.1nt Professors GEOIIGE and 
RETICEII. 
(d) Sanitary Engineering. First term. This course must be preceded by 
or taken at the same time as course 54, and may not otherwise be elected. The 
following problems assigned in 1')09- 10 indicate the scope of the work: 
I. Computations. desigll, and det;lil drawings for the wooden fonns needed 
for brick or concrete sewers of various diameters and forms of cross section, 
2. Computations, design, and detail drawings for a pile foundation to support 
sewers from 3 to 10 feet diameter. 
3. Design and detail drawings for patterns of C.1st iron manhole covel'li . 
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4· Computatiolls, design. and detail drawings for fla1} valve :~~ outlet of 
settling tank; the design inyoking a lifting device. 
5. Design and detail drawings of a sewage screen. involving a device for 
raising screen for dc;ming. 
6 . Comput...1.tions, designs. and det...1.il drawings for an inverted siphon for 
sewage flow. The problem involves a flushing gate and o\'(~rflow as well as man-
holes. 
i. Design of dispos.al plant for a smaU COTllmunity as an asylum or schoo!. 
Professor OGDEN. 
(e) Railroad Engineering. Se<:ond ternl. Individual problems arc assigned 
in conference with the stud<'nt. These include: designs for track layouts and 
details, small depot buildings and freight houscs, culverts. bridge ma!lOnry. sub· 
way constnlction; grade separation structurcs; water tanks, track and e!e\'ated, 
of s teel, timber, or reinforced concrete; co.·ding plants, ete. Bills of material and 
estimates of eost arc usually required. Profcssor CIIANOAl .. l .. 
(f) Bridge Engineering. Second term. Course 71 is required as general 
preparation for cngineering design in bridges and buildings. Course 73 is required 
in preparation for designs rclating to draw, cantilever, su~pcn5ion, and metallic 
arch bridges. Course 77 is similarly required for designs of bridges and buildings 
in reinforeed concrete. COUTSC p may be substi tuted for engineering design. 
Professor J ACOB\', and ~'[essrs. (l UII IWWS and H ITCHCOCK. 
92. Thesis. Seniors. Credit three hours. The thesis is intended to 
demonstrate the ability of the student for independent investigation, or his 
capacity to apply the fundamcnt...1.1 principle~ aequired in this course to the study 
of some special problem related to civil engineering. The latest date for filing 
the subject with the De1n of the College is October 15th for the first term, and 
January 15th for the second term. The plan of work is to be submitted to the 
professor having charge of the subject, to whom also regular reports arc to be 
made, showing the progress of the in\'c~tigation. The latest <L1te for presenting 
the completed thesis is June 1st. Regarding the approw\l of the subject or sub-
stitution for thesis see notc5 under the requirements for the four· year course. 
page 1"2. A pamphlet <.:ont...'lining instructions in regard to theses in Civil Engineer-
ing is available and should be consulted by ~tudents registered for this course. 
S pecial and Graduate Courses 
All the elective courses arc suit...'lble for graduate and advan<.:ed students, and 
may be taken by them in the regular classes. Other special courses wi!! be 
arranged to suit the requirements of graduate students. These courses arc in-
tended t o be pursued under the immediate direction of the professor in charge, the 
s tudent usually being free from the restrict ion of the class room, and working 
ei ther independently o r in conjunction \\;th others taking the same course. 
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Issu.ed at Ithaca, New York, monthly from July to November irlcluaive, and 
semi-moothly £rom December to June inclusive. 
[Entered as second class matter, August 31, 1910, at the post office at Ithaca, 
New York, uDaer the Act of July 16, 1894.J 
These publications include 
Catalogue Number (containing lists of officers and students), price 25 centl, 
Book of Views, price 25 cents, 
Directory of Faculty and Students, Second term, 1913-14, price to centa, 
and the following infonnational publications, anyone of which wiD be 
sent gratis and post-free on request. The date of the last edition of 
each publication is given after thp. title. 
General Circular of Information for prospective students, February I, 1914_ ' 
Announcement 'of the College of Arts and Sciences, May 15, 1913. 
Announcement of Sibley College of Mechanical Engineering and the 
Mechanic Arts, January t, 19'4. , 
Announcement of t.he College of Civil Engineering, February 15, 1914. 
AlUlouacement of the College o{,Law, April 15, 1913. 
Announcement of the College of Architecture, June t, 1913. 
Announcement of the New York State College of Agriculture, June 15, 1913. 
Announcement of the Winter Courses in tbe CoUege ,of Agriculture, Juiy I. 
1913· 
Announcement oCthe Department of Forestry, July'S, 1913. 
Annouacement of the Summer Term in Agriculture, April 15, '1'" 
Announcement of the New York'State Veterinary College, Apri 1,1914. 
Announcement of the Graduate School, January 15, 1914, 
Announcement of the Summer Session, March 15, 1914. 
Annual Report of the PresidJmt. November I, 1913. 
Pamphlets on scholarships, fellowships, and prizes, samples of,entcance and 
scholarship ellaminationpapers. special departmental announcements. etc. 
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